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Summary
Because more and more wells have been put in operation, an accurate modelling of wellbore flow plays a significant role in reservoir simulation. One requirement of a wellbore model is its ability
to trace various flow boundaries in the tubing, such as those created by phase or flow regime changing. An algorithm of dynamic
gridding is applied to the wellbore flow model coupled with Stanford’s general purpose research simulator (GPRS), which has the
capability to simulate the isothermal black oil reservoir model to
obtain detailed information that explains such important quantities as flow pattern and mixture velocity in any specific location
of wellbore. A significant problem in this case is how to calculate fluid and velocity properties with a fine grid (segment) on
the boundaries of different flow regimes in the wellbore. Local
dynamical segment refinement in the well can accurately and effectively handle this problem. This wellbore model includes mass
conservation equations for each component and a general pressure
drop relationship. The multiphase wellbore flow is represented
using a drift-flux model, which includes slip between three fluid
phases. The model determines the pressure, mixture flow velocity,
and phase holdups as functions of time and the axial position along
the well or alleviation depth. In addition, this model is capable of
generating automatically adaptive segment meshes. We apply the
black oil model to the simulation of several cases of isothermal
dynamical local mesh refinement, and compare the results with
fixed coarse and fine meshes. The experiments show that using
local segment refinement can yield accurate results with acceptable computational time.

Introduction

After the boom in oil and gas production in the late 20th century, the
number of wells drilled has increased substantially; currently, thousands of wells are being drilled in the globe annually. Meanwhile,
new sophisticated wells, such as deep vertical or inclined wells,
long horizontal wells, complex multilateral wells, and multitubing
wells, have emerged. The purpose of developing these wells is to
access more difficult hydrocarbon-formation locations in addition
to acquiring greater control on wellbores and reservoir formations.
In the course of well development, modelling and simulation
techniques have also grown quickly. This growth has mainly been
accelerated by Ramey (1962), who proposed the first mathematical model to estimate the fluid temperature as a function of the
well depth and production time for hot water injection. Although
Ramey used several assumptions in his model, his pioneer work
was the basis of many other subsequent developments; many different investigators attempted to relax Ramey’s assumptions and
even made their models more sophisticated to be able to model the
new emerging complex wells. Wellbore flow modelling has been
found to have diverse applications not only in the petroleum in-
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dustry, but also in other industries. Some of these applications can
be found in our recent papers (Bahonar et al. 2010a, 2010b).
Generally, wellbore models involve the mass, momentum and
energy (if the system is nonisothermal) conservation equations
inside the tubing along with the use of an equation of state and
other multiphase flow equations. These multiphase flow equations have significant effects on the prediction capability of any
wellbore simulator and largely affect the estimation of fluid properties such as phase densities, gas in-situ volume fraction, velocities, and pressure drops. Because of these reasons different classes
of multiphase flow equations have been proposed during the last
few decades. These equations can be mainly divided into two large
groups: empirical correlations and relatively new and advanced
mechanistic models.
The first group comprises three different categories. The first
category includes those unrealistic correlations that consider the
whole flow to be homogenous. These correlations assume no-slip
flow and there is no flow pattern consideration in this category. Examples are those by Poettmann and Carpenter (1952) and Baxendell and Thomas (1961). The latter includes those that consider the
slip phenomenon, but there is no flow pattern consideration such
as the one by Hagedorn and Brown (1965).The last category in this
group includes those correlations that consider both the slip phenomenon and flow pattern. Famous examples in this category are
those by Duns and Ros (1963) and Beggs and Brill (1973). One of
the drawbacks of all these correlations is that their prediction is
confined to the range of the experimental data on which these correlations were based.
The second group involves the flow pattern-based mechanistic
models that are based more on the physics of the underlying problem
and thus are applicable to a wider range of situations in contrast to
the correlations in the first group. Examples are the methods of Ansari et al. (1994) and Hasan et al. (2007). Of the powerful models
in the second group is the drift-flux model (Hasan et al. 2007 and
Shi et al. 2005a). This drift-flux model has been successfully employed by industry in various applications (e.g., ECLIPSE Reservoir Simulation Software) because of its simplicity and accuracy.
In this model, it is considered that the gas phase moves faster than
the liquid phase because of buoyancy (i.e., tendency of gas to rise
vertically through a liquid) and its tendency to flow close to the
pipe centre, in which the local mixture velocity is the fastest. Hence
the in-situ gas velocity is the sum of the bubble rise velocity, n∞
and the pipe centre mixture velocity, Co nm (i.e., the maximum velocity). Using the definition of the gas velocity, ng=qg /Ag=(qg /A)/
(Ag /A)= nsg /fg, the generalized form of the in-situ gas volume fraction for a production well is:

fg =

vsg
Covm + v∞

, ..................................................................... (1)

where the values of the profile parameter, Co and the rise velocity,
n∞ depend on the flow direction and flow pattern. The profile parameter is usually assumed to be 1.2 for the bubble and slug flow
regimes, but 1.0 or close to 1.0 for the annular flow regime. Co also
approaches 1.0 as the flow becomes the single-phase gas. The proFebruary 2011
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Fig. 1—The flow charts of modifying GPRS with dynamic segment implementation.

file parameter Co and the rise velocity n∞ are estimated based on
some correlations that have been tuned by experimental data for
each flow regime. However, the values of these parameters at transition regimes are estimated based on the interpolation between the
values of adjacent flow regimes to preserve the continuity and differentiability of the drift-flux model. The interpolation technique
can be linear (Shi et al. 2005a and 2005b), exponential (Hasan et al.
2007) or any other appropriate and arbitrary scheme.
Using the dynamical local grid refinement method to be able
to trace the boundary motion in reservoir simulation has been an
issue. The main benefit of using this method is to overcome unexpected results caused by the use of large grid size (Ding and
Lemonnier 1993), together with the necessary time spent only for
dynamic local refinement on the required fine meshes (Han et
al. 1987).
For a flow regime change, some value for the in-situ gas volume
fraction fg is assumed as the transition criterion. However, if large
grid (segment) blocks are considered in the wellbore to speed up
computations, the transition process from one flow regime to an-

other may not be described accurately. Overall grid refinement
increases the computational time of the simulator. Therefore, we
implement the idea of dynamical gridding into a recently developed
coupled wellbore/reservoir simulator called General Purpose Research Simulator (GPRS). This simulator is based on the drift-flux
model proposed by Shi et al. (2005a and 2005b). The idea is to run
the simulator with coarse segments at the first iteration and track
the segments where the transition occurs and that are refined at the
next timestep. This scheme allows us to use coarse segments for the
wellbore to complete fast computations and meanwhile, maintain
the accuracy of the multiphase flow equations by tracking the transition zones with local dynamical segments refinement.
In the next sections, we will describe the algorithm and implementation of dynamical local segments refinement into GPRS and
the results.

Implementation of Wellbore Model

The wellbore model’s basic equations are based on mass conservation and pressure drop equations. The pressure drop on one segment
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is divided into three parts: hydrostatic, frictional, and acceleration
or kinetic pressure lost. All these equations can be found in Livescu
et al.’s (2010) paper. After we attach an adaptive segment mesh procedure and its corresponding data structure at every timestep end
of GPRS, a wellbore discretized algorithm with dynamical local
segment refinement ability is constructed (Fig. 1). We will demonstrate how we construct the adaptive mesh segments both functionally and data-structurally next.
Data Structure. To create a multisegment well model, the wellbore
domain is preliminarily meshed with a series of cylindrical segments. These fixed segments are coarse segments or base segments.
We will automatically refine them along the wellbore to construct
dynamical local refined segments as simulation progresses. To
compare the efficiency and accuracy of different segment construction approaches, a finest segment mesh with uniformly refined segments that have the same properties as those for the smallest segment in the domain of dynamical local refined segments has also
been created.
In the dynamical refining scenario, each segment can be divided
into a predetermined number of subsegments; all those subsegments can also be divided into pieces determined by both adjoined
segment properties and the level of refinements. An example of
coarse, fine, and dynamic segments is shown in Fig. 2.
Data structure and segment management used in this system are
designed to ease their implementation in GPRS. All algorithms are
implemented in the C++ language. The ability of dynamical allocation, deleting memory, and recurrence makes C++ efficient and
easy to construct the dynamical meshing scenario. The data structure is based on nodes. The nodes contain properties such as pressure, holdups, and densities. Information associated with segments
structure, constructed by pointers being pointed to other nodes, is
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Fig. 4—Using nodes to present a 1D dynamical multisegment
wellbore.

also included in the nodes. Some status factors, such as the level of
refinements, virtual, or solid segments, are also stored in the nodes.
The structures of nodes are illustrated in Fig. 3.
In order to simplify the presentation of the data structure, a fourlevel case will be considered. The demonstration of the data structure is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, a 2,000-ft-long wellbore has
local segment refinement to four 500-ft-long base segments. After
that, a local refinement divides the third segment into two subsegments, then the first subsegments are refined into two pieces, and
finally these two pieces are subdivided into segments containing a
length of 62.5 ft at the level of four. In this case, the wellbore are
finally divided into three 500-ft segments, four 62.5-ft segments,
and one 250-ft segment; other nodes are virtual and are not considered in the calculation process, and are only reserved for a future process such as dynamic local refinement or for the merging
process. In summary, we have a three-level well partition with a
maximum of eight segments using a dynamic scheme compared to
the four-segment coarse grid configuration and 16-segment finegrid well construction.
Algorithm of Dynamic Local Segments Refinement. Recurrence
is used in order to implement the algorithm; a pseudocode is provided here for further information. The algorithm begins with
checking the flow regime status for each solid segment, then goes
through the nodes of the original segments’ list to determine if the
segments need local refinement, and then goes through the nodes
again to merge the necessary subsegments. Numerical values of
properties are updated easily in each refining process based on
the value of the father segments with respect to gravity; for the
merging-segment process, this algorithm updates the assembled
segments’ fluid properties with the averaged values of fluid properties, such as holdups and densities, and sums the wellbore geological properties, such as length, as assembled segments; the pressure
of assembled segments can be assigned as the toe segments for the
purpose of GPRS configuration.
Careful memory storage minimization is obtained by adding the
nodes from the refinement process and deleting the nodes related to
February 2011
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Fig. 5—Demonstration of a dynamic gridding algorithm.

the merged subsegments. In the refinement process, both segments
near the flow regime’s changing boundary are found using the recurrence and reference method in C++, refined, and allocated with
new nodes to store the subsegments’ information. In the merging
process, the nodes that no longer exist are deleted first, and then the
property storage in these nodes is automatically set free by this process. The cell neighbours can be easily found using the recurrence
and reference method provided by C++.
The dynamical local segment refinement must be applied at flow
regime boundaries to improve accuracy of the solution. The position of the flow regime boundaries can be located by going through
nodes recurrently. Once the boundaries have been located, the
neighbouring solid segments are refined into a set of subsegments.
The initialization of dynamic grids needs a small timestep trial
run on the base or coarse grid to find the flow regime the first
time. When we locate the regime-changing boundary, the dynamic
local grid refinement process will divide its segments to subsegments, with the grid size increasing at the regions away from this
changing boundary. The balanced refined grid contains different
sizes of grids, and this procedure is terminated by a preset maximum number of recurrences. As shown in Fig. 2, if the boundary
is found to be located between the first and second segments of the
basecase, the discretized segments are only shown as the fine grid.
A dynamic gridding process is given in Fig. 5. The algorithm
calls the discretization process recurrently to find the adjoining
flow regime-changing segments, and then discretizes them by using
the method previously mentioned. After the discretization process,
a merging process is also called to merge the same flow regime subsegments recurrently until the boundary or base segment contains
exclusively only the discretized segments.

Results and Discussions

Case 1. Adaptive segments’ refinement accurately and efficiently
describes the phase change. In a wellbore, two-phase flow and
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three-phase flow regimes can coexist when pressure goes through
the bubblepoint. The first case involves a 2,000-ft vertical production well originally discretized into two segments as coarse segments; we also built a series of uniformly refined segments from
2 to 512 segments as comparable fine segments. Dynamical local
segment updating can be as high as eight levels with two subsegments each uniformly refined. The wellbore model is fully coupled with a 3D coarse reservoir model that has 3×3×1 grids and
a gridblock size 1,000 ft for depth, width, and length. Although
there is a reservoir-wellbore calculation issue as a result of coarse
grid selection for the reservoir, this effect is ignored because our
main concern is with wellbore regime. If a finer reservoir grid is
used, it will increase the overall accuracy of the coupled wellbore/
reservoir simulator; however, in this case we may not be able to
clearly distinguish between the computational times that are used
by each wellbore gridding scheme. Therefore, a coarse reservoir
grid was implemented only for comparison purposes. Fluid and
rock property data are from SPE10; three fluid phases coexist both
in the reservoir and wellbore. The linear system is solved with the
generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method with a constraint
pressure residual (CPR) preconditioner for advanced wells. The
gas holdup value is chosen as the boundary tracking criterion. In
this case we keep the constant timestep at 0.1 days in all coarse,
fine, and dynamical segment runs (the simulation end time is set to
160.1 days) in a dual-2.99 GHz CPU, 3.24 GB ram system to compare the efficiency difference. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and
Table 1. From the results we can see that the Newton and solver iterations did not change much with respect to the segment’s number.
Thus we can say that the reason of significant efficiency differences is mainly caused by the time differences consumed at solving
the Jacobian matrices with different dimensions. For the eight-level
dynamical segmenting refinement, the averaged segment’s number
over the whole domain is approximately 11 segments. The memory
storage shows no evidence of significant growth.
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Fig. 6—Time spent differences with two to 512 fixed segments and seven- to nine-level dynamical segments.
TABLE 1—TIME COMPARISION FOR TWO-, FOUR-, EIGHT-,
16-, 32-, 64-, 28-, 256-, 512-, SIX-LEVEL DYNAMIC, AND
EIGHT-LEVEL DYNAMIC SEGMENTS AS RUN TO
160.1 DAYS WITH CONSTANT TIMESTEP OF 0.1 DAYS
Segment
Type

Time,
seconds

Newton Iteration
Number

Solver Iteration
Number

2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
6 LV DY
8 LV DY

4
5
5
8
9
13
23
46
97
5
6

5,774
7,762
8,988
9,348
8,415
8,017
8,016
8,016
7,985
8,945
9,045

19,304
24,884
28,563
29,642
26,844
25,650
25,647
25,647
25,554
27,843
28,476

The second part of this case has the same physical data as the
first part, but we changed the time scale to the logarithmic one to
compare the accuracy of coarse, fine, and dynamical segments.
In this part, the timesteps are arranged from 0.0001 to 10 days
for the first six timesteps, and then are increased from 10 to 70
days. In this period of time, both the bubble flow and two-phase
(oil and water) liquid flow exist in the wellbore. For the wellbore
division, we chose four uniformly refined segments as the base
segments and 512 uniformly refined segments as the finest segment setting; a seven-level dynamical local segment refinement

was used. The segments generated by this scenario have a segment
size between the coarsest and finest segments. The results of the
mixture velocity profiles predicted by different segment constructions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As is shown, there is a large deviation between the coarse and fine segments. Using the dynamical
approach we can eliminate this difference. The phase’s holdup differences at 0.01 days are plotted in Fig. 9. The reason for high-oil
density and low-gas fraction changes is the pressure difference of
5 psi, in total 4,767 psi, at the wellhead between the coarse and
fine segments. We also studied this case by tracing the flow regime-changing phenomenon—a plot of the bubblepoint position
traced by different segment constructions with calculations by averaging the adjoining flow regime changing points with respect
to time, as shown in Fig. 10. Finally, a wellbore mixture velocity
profile predicted by dynamic local segment refinement is shown
in Fig. 11.
Case 2. Deviated wells are also considered; here we take the same
data set from Case 1 except for the wellbore construction at 45°
inclined to the ground. Because of a longer wellbore length than
in Case 1, the bubble drift can travel longer than in the Case 2 well
configurations. Time spent is almost the same as in Case 1 with
respect to different segment settings. But for the reason of a longer
wellbore length and larger drift velocity, the profiles have significant differences between the coarse and fine divisions, as shown in
Figs. 12 and 13. Dynamical local segment refinement plays a more
sophisticated role shown in the results of this case.
Case 3. When the flow regime changes, the estimation of wellbore
fluid properties is always challenging. The fourth case contains the
same physical data as Case 3. It is intended to compare the dynami-
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cal local segments’ refinement efficiency and accuracy when there
is a flow regime change with both coarse and fine segments. The
timestep of this case is chosen to be 10 days, and the simulation time
is set as 2,000 days. The time efficiency for the four multisegment
models and one seven-level dynamical segment model is almost the
same, approximately 1 second. For the 512 segments’ well configuration, it is 13 seconds. When the gas holdup in the wellbore ranges
from 0 to 0.06 (fraction), the flow regime can be recognized as the
bubble flow. When it is from 0.06 to 0.10 as a fraction, the regime is
the transit flow. From 0.10 to 1 as a fraction, it is recognized as the
slug flow. Some of the results are illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. To
compare the accuracy of dynamical local segment refinement with
that of the coarse and fine segments, in Fig. 14 a flow regime changing from bubble to transit is captured and computed with less time,
but greater accuracy, and in Fig. 15 a flow regime changing from
transit to slug flows is also captured.
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Conclusions

An algorithm of dynamic gridding applied to the wellbore flow
model has been coupled with Stanford’s GPRS. This model has been
tested by using several test cases capable of dealing with vertical and
deviated well situations to reduce computational time with acceptable accuracy when there are changing phases or flow regimes. We
have obtained reasonable results with reduced simulation time. JCPT
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